Abstract. An experiment with starlings was conducted to investigate the effect of variability in inter-reinforcement intervals on foraging decisions. The experimental design simulated an environment in which food was distributed in patches. Patches contained zero to four food items which could be collected by pecking at a key. All patches ended with sudden depletion. The time elapsed since the last reinforcement was the only way to detect the depletion of the patch. Once a patch was depleted, a new patch could be reached by completion of a travel requirement of 20 flights between two perches. Key pecks within a patch and the time of the last response in a patch (giving-in time) were recorded. The level of variability in the inter-reinforcement intervals was varied between different conditions. An increase in inter-reinforcement interval variability resulted in a flattening of response rate functions and giving-in time distributions, and in more asymmetry of the response functions, but not of the giving-in time distributions. Two theoretical models of decision making are presented, which differ in the assumptions about memory constraints. In one case, all inter-reinforcement intervals are remembered but in the other, only the intervals with extreme values are remembered. Both models accommodate response rates as a function of trial time, but only the second is compatible with the observed departure decision. Our results are compatible with net rate maximization.
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The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour
We report here a laboratory study of the effect of inter-capture interval variability on foraging behaviour of starlings, Sturnus vulgaris. In an attempt to link the perspectives of evolutionary biology and experimental psychology, we focused on the effects of variability on decision making. We assumed that responses to environmental conditions are shaped by natural selection to maximize future gains. Foragers' behaviour is based on their expectations of consequential environmental variables, which in turn are based on previous experience in similar environmental conditions. Thus we linked ecological and psychological perspectives by studying the information processing mechanisms that generate adaptive behaviour.
Patch Departure Decisions
We used a traditional partition of foraging behaviour into cycles of travelling to food patches and searching for food within patches. The subjects' decision variable is the criterion for abandoning one patch and initiating a new cycle by travelling to another. Brunner et al. (1992) investigated departure decisions in conditions of no external variability by fixing the travel requirement and keeping constant the interreinforcement interval. The type of reward schedule used, the 'sudden death' patch (Dow & Lea 1987 ) has a constant reward density until an unpredictable number of rewards is obtained, after which it offers no more rewards.
